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Macmillan's Magazine Nov 12 2020
The Cheating Curve Mar 05 2020 When two
friends come clean about infidelity, what they
learn will change everything. . . Every other
Sunday, best friends Aminah Anderson and
Langston "Lang" Rogers get manicures in trendy
downtown Brooklyn and then have brunch. The
two share everything with each other--almost.
Lang's been keeping a secret from Aminah.
She's cheating on her husband. When Aminah
learns about the affair, the news hits too close to
home. For Aminah's husband has also been
unfaithful. She thought Lang understood the
hurt and humiliation infidelity causes. She was
wrong. Lang knows Aminah is disappointed in
her, but they have different views. Lang only
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calls it cheating if she gets caught. Her spouse is
devoted to her, yet she needs more. Though
Aminah doesn't understand, her friend's
admission leads her to finally confront her
husband. Now their friendship, their marriages,
and their self-respect will be put to the ultimate
test. . . "Realistic and entertaining." --Booklist
Paula T. Renfroe is the author of The Cheating
Curve and the editor-in-chief of Juicy magazine.
She has written for Time Out New York, The
Source, Vibe and XXL magazines. The mother of
two is diligently working on balancing life,
workouts, and empty nest syndrome.
Behind the Mirror (Book 1) Aug 29 2019 A
Young Adult dark fantasy trilogy. A grim world
on the other side of a mirror. A girl who once
believed she was ordinary. A prophecy of four
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guardians uniting to prevent an apocalypse that
will annihilate parallel realms. This journey
awaits you in Behind the Mirror, a spine-tingling
story that mixes fantasy, horror, and dystopia in
an intriguing trilogy. As the adventure begins,
seventeen-year-old Ella discovers a horrifying
alternate reality of her hometown on the other
side of an enchanted mirror. Ella’s life will never
be the same as she struggles to uncover her true
identity and the origin of her newfound powers.
To save her friends and the parents she never
knew she had, she battles the ominous
predictions that seem to be coming true.
The Mirror of Literature, Amusement, and
Instruction Nov 05 2022 Containing original
essays; historical narratives, biographical
memoirs, sketches of society, topographical
descriptions, novels and tales, anecdotes, select
extracts from new and expensive works, the
spirit of the public journals, discoveries in the
arts and sciences, useful domestic hints, etc. etc.
etc.
I Will Last Through Aug 02 2022 College
friends fret on the eve of separation. Going into
the world, they feel that the future sparkles with
limitless possibility and that their bond is
unbreakable. Quickly a sort of social gravity
catches them out, revealing that for adults
choices are few and ties are tenuous. Their
trajectories--pulling apart, drawing calamitously
close--plot the erratic orbit of modern existence.
Till the End May 31 2022 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • A raw, compelling memoir of
baseball, family, fame, addiction, and recovery,
by one of the most beloved baseball players of
his generation “Beautifully rendered . . . Readers
and fans will be rooting for him to enter the Hall
of Fame and rooting even harder for him to stay
sober.”—The Wall Street Journal How does it
feel to be born with enormous gifts, in a life
shadowed by tragedy? What does it mean when
the gift that opens the world for us is not enough
to stop us from losing the things we love? And
what new gifts do we find in that loss? Baseball
had been CC Sabathia’s life since he was a kid in
gritty, baseball-obsessed Vallejo, California. He
was a star by the time he was a preteen and a
professional athlete when he was still a
teenager. Everything he knew about how to be a
person—an adult, a husband and father, a
leader—he learned in rhythm with the baseball
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season, the every-fifth-day high-intensity
spotlight of a starting pitcher, all while dealing
with one of the sport’s most turbulent eras:
racism in a sport with diminishing black
presence; the era of performance-enhancing
drugs; and the increasing tension between highvalue contracts and sports owners who moved
players around like game pieces. But his biggest
struggle was with his own body and mind:
Buoyed his whole life by talent and a fiery
competitive spirit, CC found himself dealing with
the steady and eventually alarming breakdown
of his own body and his growing addiction in a
world that encouraged and enabled it. Till the
End is the thrilling memoir of one of the most
beloved players in the game, a veteran star of
the sport’s marquee team during its latest
championship era. It’s also a book about
baseball—about the ins and outs of its most
important and technical position and its
evolution in this volatile era. But woven within it
is the moving, universal story of resilience and
mortality and discovering what matters.
Irenics and Polemics Jul 21 2021
Sharpe's London magazine, a journal of
entertainment and instruction. [entitled]
Sharpe's London journal. [entitled] Sharpe's
London magazine, conducted by mrs. S.C. Hall
Oct 04 2022
The Dangerous Son Jun 19 2021 The only person
who can touch him… is her. For Spenser Ingram
love is an abstract concept. Friendless and
fearless, he unhappily walks his own solo path.
Encouraged by his parents to wield his coldblooded ruthlessness like a weapon, the boy who
never cried grew into a man who regularly
makes others weep. Sent to deliver a message to
a local motorcycle club that's standing in the
way of his family's never-ending pursuit of
power, he encounters Poppy Tennyson and is
immediately captivated. For the first time in his
life, Spenser wants something for himself.
Unfortunately, a decades-long conspiracy is
playing out behind the scenes, and he's quickly
left questioning if his affection for Poppy is
genuine or a carefully crafted illusion created by
the one person he thought he could trust. The
Dangerous Son is a romantic suspense novel set
in a world where deception is the norm and the
truth can't be trusted. It is the first book in the
Coalition collection, a series of interconnected
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standalones featuring the Ingram-Greaves,
Averell, Zidane, and Du Croix crime families.
*Full-length 95,000 word novel, complete with a
HEA, and can be read as a standalone* mafia,
new world order, bratva, clan, rich, millionaire,
royalty, aristocrat, espionage, stalker, abduction,
gripping, dangerous, fast-paced, thriller, alpha,
antihero, wealthy, nobility, new adult, politician,
billionaire, kidnap, international, interracial,
dark, baby, pregnancy, amnesia, trauma,
therapy, outlaw, biker, MC, motorcycle club,
contemporary, family, drama, assassin, teacher,
the new holy trinity, religious themes, wedding,
childhood abuse survivor, workplace, music,
musician, mute hero, hero with touch phobia,
hero who can't be touched, heroine with pain
and force kink, kickass heroine, disabled hero,
sunshine and grumpy, engagement, casino,
doctor, hospital, sick child, Secret Billionaire,
Friends to Lovers, Stuck Together, group
therapy, Forbidden Love, Second Chance, Soul
Mates, Fake Relationship, love triangle, menage
Lost Summer Jul 09 2020 From the author of
Bad Girls comes another dramatic novel of
survival and suspense. It's Laguna Beach meets
Cape Fear when a rich girl from California
confronts murder and isolation on North
Carolina's stormy Outer Banks. When Caitlin
Ross's mother takes her and her brother to an
island in the remote Outer Banks for the
summer, Caitlin is furious. She was planning on
spending the summer hanging out by the pool,
partying, shopping, and singing backup in her
boyfriend's band, Box of Flowers. North Carolina
isn't anything like California, and Caitlin doesn't
fit in. But her troubled mother is too busy
popping pills and trying to win back her creepy
ex-boyfriend to care. At first, the only friend
Caitlin makes on the desolate island is a local
misfit named Danielle. But things start to
improve when she meets a bunch of visiting prep
school boys and gets swept up in their exciting
world. Then, one dark night, she witnesses a
murder and begins to suspect that her new
friends aren't really her friends at all. With a
powerful hurricane approaching, and the island
cut off from the outside world, Caitlin has no one
to turn to but herself . . . and whether she'll live
to see another summer is the biggest mystery of
all.
Kidnapped May 19 2021 Kidnapped: The
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Disappearance of Christian McKinley is a
captivating and horrifying kidnapping plot that
twists and turns itself from the suburbs of
Minneapolis to the Canadian border and beyond.
On September 6, 2003, two men walked into the
Hilton Hotel in downtown Minneapolis with an
elaborate plan to kidnap a young teenager and
hold him hostage for a seventeen-million-dollar
payoff. The victimChristian McKinley. The
fourteen-year-old is the adopted grandson of one
of Minnesotas wealthiest bankers and business
tycoons. The kidnapperstwo ex-cons, both
products of neglectful and abusive childhoods,
who turned to a life of crime early and havent
looked back. Now they have only one thing on
their drug-addled and psychologically damaged
minds: scoring enough money for a luxurious
retirement. But when jealousy and distrust invite
themselves into the picture, plans begin to fall
apart.
A New French and English Dictionary Jun 27
2019
Puppets of Chaos Nov 24 2021 Lil Joe
Hernandez grew up in the Southern California
city of San Bernardino. With no father at home
to serve as a role model, he takes to chasing
Latinas, doing drugs, and hanging out with the
wrong people. But one day, he takes his petty
crimes to the next level, helping his friend
Franky carry out a violent killing. Even though
Lil Joe’s lawyer urges him to sell out his partner,
he won’t do it, and the two boys begin a stint in
a juvenile unit, leaving behind their best friend,
Jimmy. Separated from society, Lil Joe and
Frankie realize that to survive, they must stick
together and accept violence with open arms.
But for Lil Joe, life only gets worse as he
continues a life of crime and ends up at Pelican
Bay State Prison. There, the penal system only
gets crueler and darker. Not even Lil Joe can
escape its grasp. Explore the heartache,
violence, and broken dreams that go along with
a life behind bars in Puppets of Chaos.
Thrilled to Death Volume Two Oct 24 2021
Buckle your seatbelts for three high-flying
aviation thrillers—written by experienced pilots
including a New York Times–bestselling author.
Lockout Whoever has electronically
disconnected the flight controls of Pangia Flight
10 as it streaks toward the volatile Middle East
may be trying to provoke a nuclear war. With
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time and fuel running out, the pilots are forced
to put animosities aside and risk everything to
wrest control from the electronic ghost holding
them on a course to disaster. “A wild ride
through the night sky.” —Capt. “Sully”
Sullenberger, #1 New York Times–bestselling
author Paper Wings When a boat is found adrift
off Fort Lauderdale, the investigation leads to
more than murder—the evidence points to an
“accident” that downed a passenger jet in
Bermuda. Capt. Hart Lindy’s role in the NTSB
investigation puts him on a flight path to danger
trying to determine what really happened to
Flight 63. “A masterful melange of deadly
mysteries and desperate acts.” —John J. Nance,
New York Times–bestselling author The Strait
Upon learning that Swede Bergstrom, the hero
who saved his life, has been killed during the
commission of a crime, pilot Jake Silver agrees
to follow Swede’s mysterious and beautiful
sister, Christina, on a search to clear her
brother’s name. Their odyssey will take them
into the heart of darkness itself, dodging death
every step of the way . . . “The Strait interrupted
my normal sleep cycle . . . a page-turner for
sure.” —Donald J. Porter, aviation historian and
author of Flight Failure
The Zoo Job Jun 07 2020 A new novel based on
the hit TV series Leverage... The rich and
powerful take what they want. We steal it back
for you. THE ZOO JOB Marney Brillinger is in
trouble. The zoo that has been in her family for
generations is failing, and when she makes a
deal with a Malanian priest to loan her two
exotic black rhinos for a special exhibit, they
never arrive. Now, she’s on the hook for
hundreds of thousands of dollars to the priest,
who was planning to use the money for sick
children. Desperate, she turns to Nate Ford and
his team for assistance. But finding two very
large lost animals is no easy feat when the
search involves duplicity—both international and
close–to–home—and the unwelcome arrival of
Nate’s nemesis, Interpol agent James Sterling.
With Sterling around, if the team isn’t careful,
they just might end up in cages of their own . . .
The Mirror of Literature, Amusement, and
Instruction Sep 03 2022
The Teleporter Dec 14 2020 Leevi Mielonen, a
single middle-aged statistician from Finland, has
a soft spot for caramel bear claws and lives a
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simple life. He is also in possession of an
extraordinary ability that he knows nothing
about, until he is contacted by the Astral Level
Troops, the secret global organization in charge
of keeping world peace behind the scenes. Leevi
is suddenly drawn into a world that is more vast,
dazzling, and cosmically linked than he ever
could have believed. The fate of civilization itself
relies on teleporters, rare individuals with
transcendent and telepathic gifts. Leevi soon
realizes that he himself is not only one of them,
but unusually gifted in the astral arts. From
murderous autocrats and psychic spies to
wandering ghosts and Mayan rain-gods, this
story is full of wild characters in even wilder
situations . The stakes are as high as they can be
in this speculative fiction novel. The Teleporter
is the debut novel from Finnish plumbing
entrepreneur Jari Enckell. It is a quick-paced
farce with pressing themes, spectacular plot
twists, and dry hilarity — all based on real
events and places, and on the psychedelic
mysteries of consciousness and the cosmos. The
book is translated into English by bilingual
author and poet Kasper Salonen.
Ursa Major Jan 27 2022 Ursa Major Death in the
Desert A Summary Consider . . . Two bodies lie
alongside a forgotten highway of the
IdahoNevada desert. The sun is burning hot.
Crows circle overhead. Sam Garrett, an ordinary
guy living an ordinary life, comes across the
scene of the two murdered victims. He is then
propelled into a maelstromone involving a string
of murders, fundamental polygamist sects,
church cover-ups, corrupt politicians, and
corporate greed. The twists, turns, and subplots
occur within a broader context of contemporary
issues facing the desert southwest. Sam is both
stalked by and later stalks the killers as he
attempts to unravel the puzzle and stay alive. In
the process, he must dodge both secret
polygamist societies as well as the federal FBI
authorities.
The Stolen Ones Apr 05 2020 On a rainy summer
evening in Minnesota, a sheriff's deputy steps
out of a diner and a few minutes later he's lying
dead in the mud. When state investigator Kirk
Stevens arrives on the scene, he discovers a
single suspect: a hysterical young woman
holding the deputy's own gun. She has no ID,
speaks no English. Stevens investigates
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alongside Carla Windermere, his partner in the
new joint state and FBI task force, and the two
find themselves on the trail of a vast
international people trafficking ring. As they
hunt down those who exploit desperate women,
Stevens and Windermere come face-to-face with
a man know as the Dragon: the most vicious man
either of them has ever encountered. These
women are victims. But can Stevens and
Windermere ensure they become survivors?
Rowan Feb 02 2020 Sidhe survival depends
much upon one’s ability to remain hidden from
other supernatural creatures and magic users
who would exploit them. Rowan Nemed has lived
for several years in the pressure cooker of
Hollywood as a set designer, carefully staying
away from the camera. However, a spontaneous
act of recognition for her work brings Rowan to
the notice of Los Angeles’ supernatural
community and her freedom is threatened. Lion
shifter Adrian and vampire Simon are best
friends and business partners. When they
discover Rowan, each wants her for his own.
Rowan does her best to dissuade them, for a
supernatural matebond means the end of her
freedom. Then demons begin hunting sidhe and
Rowan is a prime target. She agrees to exchange
her freedom for survival. But which male will
Rowan accept? And can she survive when one of
them dies in a battle to keep her? This is the first
of three books in The Tree of Life trilogy. The
book can be read as a stand-alone novel.
Falls to Silence Dec 02 2019 Falls to Silence is a
novel that is full of mystery, suspense, and
thrills. From tragedy to triumph, this story
combines the elements of the perfect chiller
novel.
Paper Wings Mar 17 2021 A body in a boat and a
deadly emergency landing lead an airline pilot to
uncover a conspiracy in this technological
thriller. When a boat and its grisly cargo are
found adrift off Fort Lauderdale the
investigation leads to more than “just” murder.
In fact, the evidence points to a connection of an
in-flight emergency that resulted in passenger
fatalities and forced a diversion of Patriot
Airlines Flight 63 to Bermuda. As the accidents
investigation chairman of the pilots’ union,
Captain Hart Lindy will find himself reluctantly
drawn into the National Transportation Safety
Board’s inquiry only to discover that someone is
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going to great lengths—including murder and
kidnapping—to prevent the facts from being
exposed. But who? And why? These are the
questions Lindy will need to answer to get at the
truth about what really happened to Flight 63.
His task is complicated by his own personal
demons, including the horrors of past airline
crash investigations, as well as walking a
diplomatic tightrope with an eccentric FBI
special agent who is barely tolerating protocol,
and an ambitious female investigator with eyes
for Hart. Written by a veteran airline pilot and
aviation analyst, Paper Wings will keep you up in
the air and on the edge of your seat! “A
masterful mélange of deadly mysteries and
desperate acts.”—John J. Nance, New York
Times–bestselling author of Lockout
Desert Falcons Feb 13 2021 ROYAL
CONSPIRACY In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, a
secret group within the military is plotting to
oust the Royal Family. Their next move:
kidnapping the playboy prince from a desert
warfare training session outside Las Vegas. But
Sin City already has its share of trouble, with
authorities investigating the disappearance of
two park rangers and coping with threats made
by an anti-Muslim rancher who has a highly
efficient militia of his own. It falls to Mack Bolan
to keep the prince safe at all costs. But someone
in the heir's inner circle is a traitor, and the
agents working the park ranger case are bound
by official procedure. When it comes to stopping
the fall of a kingdom and preventing a bloodbath
on US soil, the Executioner makes his own rules.
Acadia Event Dec 26 2021 "An epic pageturner, with Canada’s frozen north as the setting
and the Earth as the ultimate prize for
whichever side wins the war.”—Gregory L.
Norris, screenwriter for Star Trek Voyager
Marty Croft has it all. A beautiful wife, and a
successful career as a commercial artist. That is
until his past comes back to haunt him. Enter
the psychotic son of Marty’s former gangster
boss. After Marty’s wife is kidnapped, he finds
himself forced back into a world he left behind.
The job seems simple enough. Drive the world’s
longest ice road and retrieve a package of stolen
diamonds. But what will become of Marty and
his wife when the job is done? Will they be
disposed of as potential witnesses? But in a twist
of fate, the Acadia Diamond mine, located 200
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kilometers below the Arctic Circle, has found
something buried in the ice. It is a portal not of
this world, and it is about to be unlocked by
unsuspecting scientists. Once opened, the
creatures, known as Skentophyte, attack—and
what started out as a heist becomes a war for
survival against mind-controlling aliens. The
Acadia mine has become the beachhead of an
all-out invasion—and Marty must fight through it
if he has any hope of saving his wife from a
maniac...
Sharpe's London Magazine of
Entertainment and Instruction for General
Reading Apr 29 2022
Selection and Application of Warning Lights on
Roadway Operations Equipment Sep 22 2021
TRB¿s National Cooperative Highway Research
Program (NCHRP) Report 624: Selection and
Application of Warning Lights on Roadway
Operations Equipment explores recommended
guidelines for the selection and application of
warning lights on roadway operations
equipment.
A Honeybun and Coffee (Romantic Suspense
with Humor and Mystery) Jul 01 2022 These
Honeybuns are sugar free, but hot enough to
burn! Surprised into hiding in a men's room stall
at work, Angie Peterson, owner of the Dunk and
Run Coffee Shoppe, overhears two men talking
about killing someone named Alastair Honeybun.
Picturing a frail, helpless old Englishman, Angie
rushes to warn him. There’s only one, small
problem, Alastair Honeybun is six foot two
inches of yummy man, who's perfectly capable of
taking care of himself. But when the thugs show
up while Angie's still there, they soon figure out
they'll need to take care of each other.
The Lincoln Library of Essential Information an
Up to Date Manual for Daily Reference, for Self
Instruction, and for General Culture Named in
Appreciative Remembrance of Abraham Lincoln,
the Foremost American Exemplar of Self
Education Oct 12 2020
Until the Music Fades Out Feb 25 2022
Honourable Intentions/Unfinished Business
Oct 31 2019 Honourable Intentions by Catherine
Mann Major Hank Renshaw knows almost
everything about Gabrielle Ballard. Except for
what it's like to touch her. Because Gabrielle is
his best friend's fiancee. Or she was. Until his
buddy died in battle – right after making Hank
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promise to find her... So now Hank's in New
Orleans. In Gabrielle's apartment. Watching her
nurse her infant son. It's not honour that draws
him to her. It's not duty that makes him stay. It's
need he's feeling, plain and simple – the desire
to take the woman he's always wanted and
finally make her his own. Unfinished Business by
Cat Schield When it comes to Rachel Lansing,
COO Maxwell Case makes an exception to his
take–no–prisoners approach. He'll hold this
beauty hostage as his assistant and settle old
scores from their brief affair five years ago. The
pleasure will be all his... Rachel smells
blackmail. But, with her ex–husband extorting
big money from her, she needs Max as a client to
keep her employment agency alive. So she
hunkers down as his secretary. Soon their
reignited passion burns away the clouds of
mystery surrounding her past. Will their
intimacy survive her secrets this time?
Filling the Void Jan 03 2020
Clearwater Stake Out Jan 15 2021 Joe and
Billy Ray are kicking back at the track when Joe
gets an offer from a crime boss he can’t refuse;
Mia is disappointed in Valentine’s Day and gets
tipsy; Amber is being stalked; Natalie, is having
problems with the job; Joe takes his kids to the
track; Homeland makes Joe an offer he can’t
refuse; a gun deal goes sideways; another fun
romp in Clearwater Beach sun with Doc and the
gang!!!
Making Memory Aug 22 2021 Born to a destiny
she never wanted—a destiny that could change
Earth as we know it. After six years in the
California Child Protective Services care,
Memory’s worst nightmare comes to pass when
she is jerked away from her California foster
home and sent across the country to live with
mysterious relatives in the mountains of North
Georgia. But Winters Cove was hiding secrets
about her family no one wants to get out. Once
she arrives, Memory learns information that
could shift her belief in everything she’d always
thought the truth. The only people she can trust
to help her unravel the decades' old mystery and
piece together the dangerous puzzle, are her
distant cousins Crystal and Cody. As she seeks
to discover the source of her burgeoning powers
and discover what lies beneath the betrayals,
she discovers she is a pawn in a dangerous
game. A game in which the rules keep changing.
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Luckily for her, not following the rules has never
been a problem. She was never supposed to be
found. Now she’s a target. And as her sixteenth
birthday nears, she realizes her time is running
out. An Urban Fantasy with a twist, Making
Memory combines just enough magic to modern
Science Fiction to bring forth a believable story
of what could happen when genetic
manipulation goes right.
Popular Mechanics Mar 29 2022 Popular
Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world.
Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement
tips, gadgets and digital technology, information
on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs
in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our
high-tech lifestyle.
Computerworld May 07 2020 For more than 40
years, Computerworld has been the leading
source of technology news and information for
IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com),
twice-monthly publication, focused conference
series and custom research form the hub of the
world's largest global IT media network.
The Acid Test Aug 10 2020 Egdar "Lefty"
Mendieta investigates the death of a notorious
stripper in this second sweltering "Narco-lit"
noir from the Godfather of Mexican crime fiction
An intelligent, atmospheric police procedural
series for fans of John Le Carré and Mick Heron
When the mutilated body of Mayra Cabral de
Melo is found in a dusty field, Detective Edgar
"Lefty" Mendieta has personal reasons for
bringing the culprit to justice. Mayra, a wellknown stripper, had no shortage of ardent,
deluded and downright dangerous admirers, and
Lefty himself is haunted by the night he spent in
her company. As Mexico's drug war ramps up,
Lefty's pursuit of a gallery of jealous and
powerful suspects, all with a murderous glint in
their eye, leads him to Samantha Valdés, the
godfather's daughter, who is battling to retain
her father's empire. And as the mystery deepens,
the bodycount rises.
Product Safety & Liability Reporter Apr 17
2021
Yachting Jul 29 2019
Phoenix Burning Sep 30 2019 "Maldonado's a
writer to watch, and she showcases her own
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extensive law enforcement background in this
tightly plotted police procedural."—Publishers
Weekly (starred review) The battle between
Veranda Cruz and the Villalobos cartel turns
Phoenix into a war zone. Homicide Detective
Veranda Cruz will stop at nothing to take down
the Villalobos cartel. But when a wave of
violence in the city escalates, she fears that the
secrets of her past will take her down instead.
Adolfo Villalobos is a crime boss who's
determined to stake his claim. To prove that he's
ready to run his family's sprawling criminal
empire, he devises a plan to silence his siblings
and destroy Veranda, leaving a trail of
destruction through downtown Phoenix that
makes national headlines. Veranda believes the
task force she's been assigned to lead will end
the cartel's reign of terror, until Adolfo's
revenge takes a cruel—and highly
personal—twist. Praise for Phoenix Burning:
"Maldonado, a former law enforcement officer,
brings her experience and expertise to this
gripping police procedural. With its gritty
heroine, this action-packed mystery will attract
readers who enjoy crime novels about the war
on drugs."—Library Journal "Phoenix may be
burning, but Maldonado's star is rising. Gritty
and gripping."—J. A. Jance, New York Times
bestselling author "Maldonado's writing always
bristles with urgency and authority."—Mystery
Scene Magazine "Delivers a brilliant and
complicated heroine, accented by a take-noprisoners plot...It's spicy, smart, and
entertaining, definitely worth your time."—Steve
Berry, author of The Lost Order Praise for
Blood's Echo: Winner of the 2018 Mariposa
Award for Best First Novel "A highly
entertaining police procedural...Maldonado rises
to her written challenge to entertain, enthrall,
and engage readers in this high-octane
thriller."—Suspense Magazine "A tense thriller
with a strong sense of place and an insider's look
at some of the most dangerous work in law
enforcement."—Jan Burke, New York Times
bestselling author "The Phoenix sun isn't the
only thing burning in this thrilling debut and I
look forward to more."—Shannon Baker,
bestselling author of the Kate Fox mystery series
"An ex-narc leads a war against a powerful crime
family. The payoff is satisfying."—Kirkus Reviews
The Literary Panorama Sep 10 2020
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